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Annual Banquet - Detroit Ass:> ciation of Insurance Agents
January 13, 1955
"rhe Federal Government and Mail Order and Unauthorized Insurance"-

History records through the eyes of Marco Polo some of the
first observations of the basic fundamentals of insurance.

While in

China he saw oriental merchants taking their goods to market cross
dangerous rapids only after carefully dividing each merchant's goods
among the carMoes of all the boats.

In this way, risk by any individ-

ual was minimized and equally shared by all.
These shrewd oriental merchants knew most of the boats
would cross the rapids unharmed;

but those that didn 1 t wouldn't

carry one of their number to financial ruin and the loss of much
labor.

The alternative carried to destruction only a fraction of the

property of any individual merchant.
MOre recently a group of adventurous Englishmen began a
custom of meeting regularly in Edward Uoyd' s coffee house.

Here

the merchants were shippers who sent their goods by large sailing
vessels to the far corners of the globe.

The array of worldwide

destinations and the bulky cargoes outdated the ancient oriental
practice of dividing equally the actual goods being transported.
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These businessmen would post information at Lloyd's
indicating the value of their respective vessels with details
about the cargoes and proposed trip.

Lloyd • s would prepare a

document indicating the monetary value relative to the risk
and perils of the voyage •

Then the men at Lloyd • s could sign

the document showing the amount of liability they individually
assumed.
These men made a more complex adaptation of the theory
of insurance witnessed by

~~reo

Polo years before, but demanded

by the greater envolvements of the newer age.
Today the theory behind insurance remains

unchanged

since the days of Marco Polo and the early beginnings of Lloyd's.
But the actual applications of this theory have undergone vast
changes since Lloyd's.

The complexities and technicalities of

modern day

rivals, if not betters those of any other

unde~~iters

modern day establishment.

Indeed, I believe one of our

~erican

life insurance companies is still conceded to be the largest
single private enterprise in the world.

Coupled with this rapid

and tremendous growth of the insurance business historically
have come correspondingly vast, intricate and certainly centroversial problems.
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I have always been intensely interested in the
historical origins of the insQrance business.

But even more,

I continue to be impressed by the basic fundamentals of the
business which have not and cannot change.

Both the oriental

merchants and the Underwriters at Lloyd's realized that indemnification of the unfortunate few was wholly dependent upon there
being a fortunate many.

The business of insurance cannot survive

without adherence to that elementary truth.
If the fortunate many are to pay the losses of the
unfortunate fe1v, then our seoond basic principle of the business
is obviously, HmV" much?

Recovery of the oriental merchant 1-1as

limited to his goods contained on boats 1-1hich unsuccessfully
crossed the rapids.

~e

under1-rriters at

~cyd 1 s

simply agreed

to offer a monetary settlement to the extent of the property
lost.

That the business of insurance may still only reimburse

its customers to the extent of their financial loss interest
has been reaffirmed by our present day courts many times.
As a matter of fact, it is significant to note that
an insurance transaction which offered a settlement in excess
of a loss interest would in effect be affording a prize.

It

is only the absence of a prize which distinguishes the business
of insurance from a l·')ttery;
States.

an illegal endeavor in the United

Your business contains the elements of chance and
I --

;

'
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consideration, but lacks the prize necessary to classification
as a lottery.
I have not gone into this exceedingly brief sketch
of your business in an attempt to be entertaining and
noncommittal.

Instead, I have done so because it is

othe~vise

my

unwavering belief as a public official, though a comparative
layman in the insurance field, that a great deal of our

pres~t

problem must be analyzed and any corrective action taken in
terms of its relation to bhe basic fundamentals of the business.
-~-- -------~-~~-------------------

If the fortunate many become too few, or the unfortunate
few too many, we destroy a basic fundamental of the business.
Or, to use terminology of the trade , "tle no longer have a
favorable spread of risk necessary for survival.

Therefore, it

follO>V'S that certain safeguards to protect this spread of risk
must be incorporated in policies of insurance.
All of vThich means to me that insurance policies

~-

contain exclusions which are necessary to the continued success

...-~·-~---

·--

~ ~~---~~

---·

~------·-------~-

·----

of the company and protection of the policyholder's premiums
given it in trust.

I am not one who believes for a moment that

any policy of insurance could endure devoid of all exclusions,
re§ardless of the premium charged.
Follotv-ing the Federal Trade Commission's action last
October against seventeen insurance companies, I examined each

of the complaints issued by the Commission.

I have been

concerned during the ensuing months that many of those engaged
in your business have not clearly understood that the allegations
of the Commission were based solely on false and misleading
advertising;

nothing more and nothing less.

I have already expressed my conviction that certain
insurance policy exclusions are necessary to protect the fundamentals of the business.

I would challen8S the Federal Trade

Commission's authority, or propriety, in questioning the aspect
of the coverage involved.

But this the Commission didn't do.

It simply objected to alleged misrepresentation in the advertising
and explanation of the policies.

None of us, in good conscience

could justify this practice. if the same be true.
There is no doubt that the action of the Federal Trade
Commission reflected adversely on insurance as a whole in the
minds of many not familiar with the technicalities of the business.
This is most regretableg but it is not unlike numerous other
Yrades or businesses where the sins of the few must be shared
by the many who are honest, scrupulous and rendering a public
service.

I seriously question that the recognized accomplishments

of your profession, and the insurance business generally, can be
diminished by any such unfavorable but brief adverse publicity.
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I am a firm believer in :free

enta~"4~ll;y

(}. , ; : '

oppose the unwarranted encroac~nt of the federal government , 1;. ~
in fields when the states can best do the job, but it is recognized in our present day society that there shall be government
regulation of private business when public interests are at
stake.

Such regulation however should be aimed at the small

minority of a private industry, such as in yours, who may be
conducting abusive practices which conceivably reflect on the
whole industry.
I believe the regulations imposed by present state
insurance departments are for the most part adequate in containing
competition of the business within reasonable bounds.
called standard provisions of the accident and health

The so~ield

are

ample evidence of the cooperation of state departments and the
vast majority of companies.
It is my most sincere hope that the National Association
of Insurance Commissioners, and the insurance industry itself,
can strengthen the laws and the administrative regulations with
regard to advertising.

I know that our own Michigan Department

of Insurance has always exercised considerable jurisdiction over
advertising practices of licensed companies, and with apparent
success under current statutes.

,
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Mail order insurance is similar although it offers a
somewhat different problem in currently stretching our state
regulations.

I have been advised that o:r the seventeen companies

named in the Federal Trade Con:mission•s charges, only three are
licensed in Michigan, yet most have conducted mail campaigns in
our State.
Especially during the past months Michigan has been
:flooded by offerings o:f mail order insurance.

There is no definite

way o:f telling how many mail solicitations have been made in
Machigan, but it appears that based on automobile registrations
they could amount to several hundred thousands o:f dollars.
Figures :from the Insurance Commissioner o:f the State
o:f Missouri show sane indication o:f the extent o:f this mail order
business as it originates :from :four companies in Miss:> uri who
have been selling policies by mail in Michigan.
These companies aren't licensed in this State, and our
Department o:f Insurance does not have jurisdiction over them as
it does over licensed companies with regard to capital,

surplus,

reserves, terms o:f the policy, examinations or any other matter.
During 1953, one o:f these companies alone, by name, the
Automobile Owners Safety Insurance Company, collected more than

$81.000 in premiums :fromMichigan residents on $5.00 policies which

'
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represents a grand total of more than 16,000 policies sold in
Michigan in one year by one unlicensed outstate company.
In addition three other companies have reported to the
Insurance Commissioner in
substantial amounts.

~~ssouri

business in Michigan reaching

It has been estimated that a minimum of

$250 ,ooo in premiums have been taken out of F·1ichigan by these
three companies in 1953.

And

it might interest you to kno1:1 that

one of these companies, Old American Insurance Company of
Kansas City, on a nationwide basis, collected $2,285,000 in
premiums in 1953.
The Michigan State Legislature is helpless to prevent
this mail order business flowing over its borders.

Mail order

sales of insurance are being made in violation of Michi§an law_
under which the sale of mail order
companies is not allowed.

insuranc~y Michj~n

The trouble is:

-

licensed

these companies, such

as those in 11-1issouri, need not and are not licensed by Michigan
in order to sell insurance by mail in our state.
With these facts in mind it appears that Federal legislation may be needed to strengthen state regulation of the
insurance business.

Let me re-emphasize that point - Federal

legislation to strengthen state regulation.

Frankly I started

out with the positive assumption that I would prepare a bill to
accomplish this objective, and here is what I had in mind.
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"That chapter

83 of title 18 of the United States Code

(relating to crimes in connection with the postal service) is
amended by adding at the end thereof the foll01v:i.ng new section:
1

1733• Solicitation of Insurance through the Mails. - Every

letter, circular, postal card, or pamphlet >vhich is addressed
to a place in a State where sales of insurance by mail by insurers
licensed by the State are prohibited, and which contains an offer,
solicitation, or advertisement concerning the sale of insurance
by an insurer not licensed by the State, is non-mailable and
shall not be conveyed in the mails or delivered from any post
office or by any letter carrier.
111

\Vhoever uses or attempts to use the mails or Postal

Service of the United States for the transmission of any matter
declared by this section to be non-mailable shall be fined not
more than $5000, or imprisoned not more than ten years or both'"•
This Bill vrould simply deny use of the Federal mails
for solicitation of insurance within any state which forbids such
activity except by licensed companies.

I realize that use of

the mails is not indicative of a company's §eneral practices.
But such is the method, unfortunately, too often employed by those
vrho ivould misrepresent, avoid regulations and escape !baxation.
I am convinced that any such legislation of this nature
must be drafted in its final form in the closest consultation

,
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no~only

with the regulatory insurance bodies of the states, but

with advice from the legitimate insurance industry as well.

I

would sincerely hope such a legislative proposal supplemented by
the efforts of the National Association of Insurance Commissioners
_and }~}'lldustry as a

~order

~vhole

solicitations once and for all.

Let me assure you
behalf.

could put an end to malicious advertising

my

efforts are wholeheartedly in your

If you have any criticisms or suggestions, I should

have them in order to \vork out a satisfactory solution.
Before proceeding further you should know that this
problem has been of considerable interest to the National Convention
of Insurance Commissioners since 1903, when at a convention in
Baltimore,

Md.,

this group petitioned Congress in part as follows-

"The National Convention of Insurance Commissioners now
in session at Baltimore, ¥rl. (1903), has the honor to
address you for the purpose of respectfully and earnestly
directing your attention to a serious condition of
affairs \vhich the members of this convention in their
various jurisdictions, are powerless to remedy, and from
which substatial relief can only be obtained through
enactment of amendments to the present Postal Laws.
11

\•Je respectfully represent that to the best of our

kn01vledge, information and belief, the United states
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mails are being used for fraudulent and nefarious
purposes by certain concerns styling themselves
'insurance companies• and seeking by correspondence and
advertising matter sent through the mails to obtain
money for so-called fire insurance policies, these
policies being in most instances entirely worthless.
11

None of the concerns in question is authorized to

transact business by the authority of any state in the
Union.

They evade the laws of the states of their

domicile by vtriting no business therein, and evade
liability to arrest and prosecution in other states
by operatine; entirely through the medium of the mails.
n;,ve respectfully urge that Cone;ress take cognizance
of this matter to the end that proper laws may be
passed to meet the serious situation. 11
A bill was subsequently introduced in the Cone;ress
and public hearings were held before the Senate Committee.
The records show the Commissioners were greatly surprised by
the determined opposition of

11

surplus line interests; and those

representing Lloyd's and inter-insurance."

Apparently the

Commissioners were somewhat taken back by the intensity of the
opposition, and

placat~d

themselves by indicating that good

causes are seldom adopted quickly.

'
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At the 1904 meeting the Special Committee of the
J

Commissioners was recommended for continuance and after considerable debate, which by no means discloses a unanimity of
opinion, a resolution continuing the committee and renewing
the Commissioners• recommendation to Congress for the enactment
of National legislation was adopted.

There were those among

the Insurance Commissioners even in those

hft!s~oa

days before

the Supreme Court declared insurance to be commerce, who
resisted the thought of going to the federal government for aid
in these matters.

These Commissioners believed that the matter

of the control of unauthorized insurance, inasmuch as the
company conducting the unauthorized business was chartered in
some state, was up to the Commissioner in the domiciliary state
to do whatever was necessary to prevent the company from acting
in what then was called a "wildcat" fashion.
of the debate will also disclose that there

However, a reading
v~s

by no means

the apprehension present in 1904 that there would be today in
requesting the federal government for help.

It must be

remembered that in 1904 it was recognized that as long as the
business was safe from the federal anti-trust laws, it wouldn't
hurt too much to have the government assist in the stamping out
of these unauthorized practices which were made possible only
by the use of the mails, over which the government had exclusive
jurisdiction.

,
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For a period of

30 years, from 1905 to 1935, there

was an apparent lull in this struggle against so-called "wildcat"
companies.
ReP•

Sam

H~vever,

in

1935, a former colleague, the late

Hobb:l, of Alabama, introduced a bill in the House of

Representatives which revived the issue.

1938 Proceedings of the NAIA, 69th session, at Ne"t<r York CitY
contained a report of the Executive Committee, and the opening
sentence is as follmvs,

This subject (unauthorized insurance)
much as
has perhaps been discussed as/any in this Association and little
n

has been done about it."

The committee reviewed and acknowledged

that there w·ere two ways in which these evils can be attacked:
one is close cooperation with the postal authorities of the
federal government;

the second "is for the states which now

permit such companies to organize and embark upon a piratical
course in other states to pass proper legislation which will make
the continuance of such a course impossible."

In the next few years this problem received considerable
attention from the State Commissioners, the American Bar Association
and the industry as ahole.

The Commissioners by 1939 apparently

felt the solution rested on the State level, and the final
sentences of a report by the Chairman of the Commissioners
Committee on Unauthorized Insurance is interesting.

11

It is my

opinion that this troublesome matter (unauthorized insurance) can
best be cured only through the cooperation of each and every

Page
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member of this body.

I am sure that if all the Commissioners resolve to take

a firm stand against this racket, much good will be accomplished."
Apparently Congressman HQbbs persisted in his desire for corrective fe
federal legislation.

B,y

1941 the NAIC approved a resolution condemning the

Hobbs' proposals, but at the same time recommended that each Commissioner
prepare and sponsor in their respective states a statute which ,,puld prohibit
any company domiciled within the state to transact any business in states in
which they 1:1ere not licensed.
Congressman Hobbs who had spearheaded this legislative action for
many years voluntarily retired from Congress in 1950. and subsequently passed
away in 1951.
In

Nevertheless the problem still persists.

1954 meetings of theNAIC, Commissioner Dickey of Oklahoma

sponsored an tmportant resolution on this subject, and as a result the overall
problem was and is on the agenda of the Commissioners.
of the Dickey resolution the various

Comm~~ioners
w. re

letter asking them to supply certain data.
have responded

indic~ting

As an implementation

/I

nlY a 1

circularized vli th a

ited number of Commissioners

little real enthusiasm for the Dickey

resolution~

nevertheless in my opinion it is 1.vorthy of careful study.
It seems to me the introduction of my suggested bill would rouse
many who objected to the Hobbs bills, but from my analysis to date my initial
draft doesn't appear to raise some of the problems feared by some in your
industry.

No doubt there will be many conscientious opponents to any fuxther

federal legislation

'
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of any nature, but perhaps the raising of the issue at this time
will have a desirable effect in stimulating better answers than
1ve have at present.

The problem is with all of us; admittedly

progress has been made but the public will not be satisfied
until there is a more satisfactory solution.
Another subject of concern to your industry is the
activity of non-licensed carriers which, however, are permitted
to 1·rrite the extraordinary risk or to conduct an excess or
surplus line business within our state.

I find this matter

extremely technical and >vould not presume to offer a quick and
easy solution.

It does seem that so long as a kind or amount.

of coverage is not available in the admitted market, we must
provide agents with an outlet to other sources.
I believe non-admitted outlets should be regulated for
protection to policyholders and, as you know, such regulations
already exist.

~~ether

present regulations should be revised is

a question that I am not attempting novr to answer.

I am convinced

however from my analysis of the problem that the entire subject
should be left to individual state jurisdiction.

~~ave
11

not resolved the current problems of your profes-

sion, but I hope you will think my suggestions worthy of consideration.

To be honest I have moved into this controversial field

11li th some fear and trep!idation, and the more I saw, the greater

,
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my apprehension.

I would be most remiss if I failed to pay generous

tribute to Hildy and your State Association for invaluable
assistance in providing me with necessary background and factual
information.

I happen to be a.staunch supporter of trade

associations, particularly when under the capable management displayed by your Detroit and State 6rganization.
Over the years I have never knocm your associations to
support any principle that tvas not ultimately in the public
interest.

So bng as this attitude continues and I am positive that

it \..rill, public officials •vill tvork closely with you ladies and
gentlemen of a great profession lvhich means so much to the
economy and v1ell being of our State and Nation.

\

'
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Speech by Representative

Get-ale R. Ford, lr.,.

Fifth District -

~chisan.

Annual Banquet .. Detroit ..~asoctation ot Insurance Apnta
Janu41'7

l3. 19.55

"The .Fedel'al Govel'IIDILtnt

and

Mail Order aa4 Unauthorized IDaurance•

History rticords thrO\lSh th8 e)'es Of Mlrco Polo

I!IQile

of the first Ob8em•

tions ot the basic fundamentals ot ihsufance. tlhile in China he salt oriental 111erchaata

talc:ina their goed.s to market cross dangei'Ot.ts rapids
each merchant's

EPOb.s BDions

oDly after caretull.y diflain&

the ctli'S(Ses ot aU the boats.

In this _,., risk by

any

individual was miDJ.mized and equally shared by all.
These shrewd oriental merchants lmew most of the boats would cross the
rapids unharmed, but those that didn't wouldn't carJ.'Y one ot their number to tilumcial
ruin and the loss ot much labor. The alternative carried to destruction 01117 a haction

ot the PrOperty of any individual merchant.
More recently a group ot adverturous Englishmen bes,an a custom of

their S004s by laqe sailing vessels to the tar corners of the globe.,

~~~eetins

'l'be arr&7 ef

worldwide destinations and the bulky cargoes outdated the ancient oriental practice

ot dividing equally the actual goods beinS transported.,
Tbese businessmen would post information at

Llo~'s

.

indicating the value

ot their respective vessels with details about the carps and proposed trip.

Llo~'s

would prepare a doc\ll'l8nt indicatiDg the monetary 'Value relative to the risk aDd perils

ot the voyage. Then the men at IJ.oyd •s could sisn the document showinS the 81110UD.t
of liability they individually assumed.
These men made a more complex adaptation of the theorY of insurance wi ta.essed
by Marco Polo years befo,..e, bu+. d..-ma!".OP'l by the 3T"'F'+.er Pll.VOlvements of the Dever aes.
Today the theory behind insurance remains unchanged since the

Polo and the early beginnings of

Llo~•s.

have undergone vast chanses since Lloyd 1 s.

.da78 ot Marco

But the actual applications of this theory
The complexities and technicalities of

modern day underwriters rivals. if not betters those ot any other Jl!Odern day establish·
ment.

Indeed• I believe one ot our American life insurance companies is still coaceded

to be the largest single private enterprise in the world.

COupled with this rapid

and tremendous growth of the insurance business blstorically baw come correspondingly
vast, intricate and certainly controversial problems.

'

I have always been intensely interested in the historical oristns ot the
insurance business. But even more • I continue to be impressed by the basic tuDdamentala

ot the business which have not

and cannot change.

Both the oriental merchants aDd the

Underwriters at Lloyd's realized that indemnification of the unfortunate few was
wholly dependent upon there being a fortunate many. 1be business of insurance GllllnOt
survive without adherence to that elementary truth.
It the fortunate many are to pay the losses of the unfortunate few, then our
second basic principle of' the busii:less is obviously, How much? Recovery at the oriental
merchant was limited to his goods contained on boats which unsuccessfully crossed the
rapids.

The underwriters at Lloyd • s simply agreed to offer a. monetary settlement to

the extent of their financial loss interest has been reaffirmed by our present day
courts many times •
.As a matter of fact, it is significant to note that an insurance transaction

which offered a settlement in excess of a loss interest would in effect be affording
a prize.

It is only the absence of a prize which distinguishes the business of

insurance from a lottery;

an illegal endeavor in the United States.

Your business

contains the elements of ch8.nce and consideration, but lacks the prize necessary to
classification as a lottery.
I have not gone into this exceedingly brief sketch of yottr bus11less in
attempt to be entertaining ud otherwise b.Onconmittal.

eJ1

Instead, I have dene so because

it is my unwavering belief' as a public official, though a comparative layman in the
insurance field, that a great deal of' our present problem must be analyzed and any
corrective action taken in terms of its relation to the basic fundamentals of the
business.
If the fortunate many become tao few, or tb.e unfortunate few toe DBDY 1 we
destroy a basic fundamental of the business.

Or. to use terminelogy of the trade, we

no longer have a favorable spread of risk necessary for survival.

Therefore, it

follows that certain safeguards to protect this spread of risk must be incerporated
in policies of insurance.

All of which means to me that insurance policies contain exclusions which
axre necessary to the continued success of' the company and protection of the policyholder• s premiums given it in trust.

I am not one who believes for a moment that any

policy of insurance could endure devoid of all exclusions, regardless of the
charged..

-J

<
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Following the Federal T.rade Commission's action last October against

;»,p

"-·

seventeen insurance companies, I examined each of the complaints issued by the Cemmission.

I have been concerned during the ensuing months that many of those engaged

in your business have not clearly understood that the allegations of the Commissio~
were based solely on false and misleading advertiaingJ .nothing more and. nothing less.

'

.. '

.-

•

I have already expressed my· conviction that certain insurance policy exclusions are necessary to protect the fundamentals of the business-. 1: would challeJ.'lS'
the 1ederal Trade Commission's authority, or propriety, in questioning the aspect of
the coverage ,involved.

But this the Cammis.sion didn't do.

It simply objected to

alleged misrepresentation in the advertising and explanation of the policjes. None
of us 1 in good conscience could justit,v this practice, if the same be true.
There is no doubt that the action of the Federal Trade Commission reflected
adversely on insurance as a whole in the minds of many not familiar with the technicalities ot the business. This is most

regretable~

but it is not unlike numerous

otber trades or businesses where the sins of the few must be shared by the many who
are honest, scrupulous and rendering a public service.
.

I seriously question that the

'

recognized accomplishments of your profession, and the insurance business generally,
can be diminished by any such unfavorable but brief adverse publicity •.
I em a firm believer in free enterprise, and wholly oppose the unwarranted
encroachment of the federal government in fields when the states can best do the job,
but

:~ 4.s

reooQilbed in our present day society that there shall be government resula-

tion of private business when public interests are at stake.

Such resulation however

should be aimed at the small minority of a private industry_, such as in yours. who
may be conducting abusive practices which conceivably reflect on the whole iDdustry•.
I believe the regulations imposed by present state insurance departments are
for the most part adequate in containing competition of the business within reasonable
bounds.

The co-called standard provisions of the accident and health field are ample

evidence of the cooperation of state departments and the vast majority ot campanies.
It is

my

most sincere hope that the National Association of Insurance Com-

missioners, and the insurance industry 1 tself • can strengthen the laws and the administrative regulations t-ri.th refmrd to advertising.
ment of Insurance has always exercised

I kr\ow that our own Mfchigan Depart..

consider~ble

jurisdiction over

adver~ising

practices of licensed companies, and with apparent success under current statutes.
Mail order insurance is similar although it offers a somewhat different
problP-m in currently stretching our state regulations.

~

have been advised that ot the

seventeen companies named in the Federal Trade Cammissl. on's charges, only three are
licensed in Michigan, yet most have conducted mail campaigns in

o~

state.

Especially during the past months Michigan has been flooded by offerings of
mail order insurance. There is no definite way of telling how many mail solicitations
~

h£l.ve been m.a.t,te in Mtchigan. but it appears that based on automobile registrations they
e'9'u1,:~ ~...,,..,,:+ "':o fl~"~re, hn'ldred thoue~s of dollars •

_;,Figures
from the Insurance CODIDissioner of
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indication of the extent of this mail order business as it originates from fOUf
companies in Missouri who have been selling policies by mail in M!chisan.
These companies aren 1 t licensed in this State, and our Department of
Insurance does not have jurisdiction over them as it does over licensed companies
with regard to capital, surplus, reserves, terms ot the policy, examinations or any
other matter.
During 1953, one of these companies alone, by name the Automobile Owners
Safety Insurance Company, collected more than $$t,OOO in premiums from Michigan

resi~

dents on $5.00 policies which represents a grand total of mQre than 16,000 policies
sold in Michigan in one year by one unlicensed outstate company.
In addition three other companies have reported to the Insurance Commtssiener
in Missouri business in Michigan reaching substantial amounts!

It has been esttmated

that a mintmum of $250 1 000 in premiums have been taken out of Michigan by these three
companies in 1953. And it might interest you to

kn0\'1

that one of these companies!

Old P.m rican Insurance Company of Kansas City, on a nationwide basis, collected
$2,285 1000 in premiums in 1953.
The Michigan
flowing over its

Stat~

borders~

Legislature is helpless to prevent this mail order business

Mail order sales of insurance are being made in violation

of Michigan law under which the sale of mail order insurance b.v Michigan licensed
companies is not allowed,

The trouble is;

these companies, such as those in Missouri,

need not and are not licensed by Michigan in order to sell insurance by mail in our state.
\vith these facts in mind it appears that Federal legislation
to strengthen state regulation of the insurance business,
point - Federal legislation to strengthen state regulation.

may be

needed

Let me re-emPQ&size that
Frankly I started eut with

the positive assumption that I would prepare a bill to accomplish this objective, and
here is what I had in mind.
"That chapter 83 of title 18 of the UnitPr' S+,P.tes Code (relating to crimes in
connection l'rith the pos+.al se:
lowing new section;

'1733.

::~ca)

is amended by adding at the end thereof the tol-

Solicitation of Insurance through the

Mails~

- Every letter

circular, postal card! or pamphlet which is addressed to a place in a State where sales
of insurance by mail by insurers licensed by the State are prohibited, and which contains
an offer, solicitation, or advertisement concerning the sale of insurance by an insurer
not licensed by the State, is non-.mailable and shall not be conveyed in the mails or
delivered from any post office or by any letter carrier.
" 1

vlhoever uses or attempts to use the mails or Postal Service ot the United

States for the transmission ot any matter declared by this eection to be

non~ilable

shall be fined not more than $5000, or imprisoned not mce than ten years or

both~~~

'
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This Bill would stmply deny use of the Federal mails for solicitation of

insurance within any state which forbids such activity except by licensed companies.
I realize that use of the mails is not indicative of a company's general practices.
But

such is the method, untortUl'l.Stely, too often employed

by

those who trould misre-

present, avoid regulations and escape taxation.
I am convinced that any such legislation of this nature must be drafted in
its final form in the closest consultation not only with the regulatory insurance
bodies of the states, but with advice from the legitimate insurance industry as well.
I would sincerely hope such a legislative proposal supplemented

by

the efforts of the

National Association of Insurance Commissioners and the industry as a whole could put
an end to malicious advertising and mail order solicitations once and tor all.
let me assure you my efforts are wholeheartedly in your behalf.

It you have

any criticisms or suggestions, I should have them in order to work out a satisfactory

solution.
Before proceeding further you should know that this problem has been of
considerable interest to the National C~nvention of Ihsurance Cammisstorlets since

190.3, l-rhen at a convention in Baltimore.

Mi••

this group petitioned Congress in part

as follows .,.
"Tbe National Convention of Insurance Commissioners now in session at

Baltimore, Md. (190.3), has the honor to address you for the purpose of respect ..
fully and earnestly directing your attention to a serious condition of affairs
which the members of this convention in their various jurisdictions, are powerless
to remedy, and from which substantial relief can only be obtained through enact ..
ment of amendments to the present Postal Laws.
"\'le respectfully represent that to the best of our knOl-7ledge • information
and belief, the United states mails are being used for fraudulent and nefarious
purposes by certain concerns styling themselves 'insurance companies• and seeking
by correspondence and advertising matter sent through the mails to obtain money for
so-called fire insurance policies, these policies being in most instances entirely
l..rorthless.
"None of the concerns in question is authorized to transact business
authority of any state in the Union.

by

the

They evade the lal'ts of the states Of their

domicile by l·triting no business therein, &nd evade liability to arrjst and prosecution in other states by operating entirely through the medium of the mails.
"i'le respectfully urge that Congress take cognizance of this matter to the
end that proper laws may be passe4 to meet the serious situation.•

,
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A bill was subsequently introduced in the Congress and public hearings were
held before the Senate Committee. The records show the Commissioners were sreatly
surprised by the determined opposition of ••surplus line interests, and these represen8ing Lloyd's and inter-insurance•"

Apparently the Commissioners were somewhat

taken back by the intensity of the opposition, and placated themselves by indicating
that good causes are seldom adopted

~uickly.

At the 1904 meeting the Special Committee ot the COmmissioners was recommended tor continuance and after considerable debate. which by no means discloses
a unantmity of opinion, a resolution continuing the committee and renewing the Ccmmissioners' recommendation to Congress for the enactment of National legislation was
adopted. There were those among the Insurance Commissioners even in those halcyon
days before the SUpreme Court delcared insurance to be commerce, who resisted the
thought ot going to the federal government tor aid in these matters.

These Gem-

missioners believed that the matter ot the control of unauthorized insurance, inasmuch
as the company conducting the unauthorized business was chartered in some state • was
up to the Commissioner in the domiciliary state to do whatever was nec~ssary to pre~
vent the company ftom acting in tfhat then was called a "wildcat" fashion.

However,

a reading of the debate will also disclose that there t1Bs by no means the apprehension present in 1904 that there would be today in requesting the federal sovernment
tor help.

It must be remembered that in 1904 it was recognized that as long as the

business was sate from the federal anti-trust laws • it wouldn • t hurt too much to have
the government assist in the stamping out of these unauthorized practices which were
:made possible only by the use ot the mails, over which the government had exclusive
jurisdiction.,
For a period ot 30 years, from 1905 to 1935 1 there \-ras an apparent lull 1n
this struggle a€flinst so ..called "tdldcat" companies,

However, in 1935. a former

colleague, the late Rep. Sam Ho»bs, of Alabama, introduced a bill in the House of
Representatives which revived the issue.
19.38 Proceedings of the NAIA, 69th session, at Net·t York City, contained a
report of the Executive Committee, and the opening sentence is as follows,

"This

subject (unauthorized insurance) has perhaps been discussed as much as any in this
Association and little has been done about it."

The committee reviewed and acknowledeed

that there were tt1o ways in which these evils can be attacked:
tion with the postal authorities ot the federal government;

one is close coopera..

the second "is for the

states which now permit such companies to organize and embark upon a piratical course
in ether states to pass proper legislation which will make the continuance ot such a
course tmpossible,n

'
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In the next few years this problem received considerable attention from the

State Commissioners, the .American Bar Association and the industry as awhole. The
Commissioners by 1939 apparently felt the solution rested on the State level, and the
final sentences of a report by the Chairman of the Commissioners Committee on unauthorized Insurance is interesting.

"It is

my

opinion that this troublesome matter

(unauthorized insurance) can best be cured only through the cooperation of each and
every member of this bat.
f~

stand

a~inst

I am sure that if all the Commissioners resolve to take a

this racket, much good will be accomplished."

Apparently Congressman Hobbs persisted in his desire for corrective federal
By 1941 the NAIC apprared a resolution condemning the Hobbs' proposals,

legislation.

but at the same time recommended that each Commissioner prepare and sponsor in their
respective states a statute which would prohibit any company domiciled within the
state to transact any business in states in which they were not licensed.
Congressman Hobbs who had spearheaded this legislative aetien for many years
voluntarily retired from Congress in 1950. and subsequently passed away in 1951.
Nevertheless the problem still persists.
In

1954 meetings of the NAIC, Oommissioner Dickey of Oklahoma sponsored

an important resolution on this subject• and as a result the overaii problem was and
is on the agenda of the Commissibners.

As an imPlementation of the Dickey resolution

the various Commissioners were circularized with a letter asking them to supply certain
data.

OnlY a limited number of Commissioners have nesponded indicating little real

enthusiasm for the Dickey resolution, nevertheless in my opinion it is worthy et
careful study.
It seems to me the introduction of my suggested bill would rouse many who
objected to the Hobbs bills, but from my analysis to date my initial draft doesn't
appear to raise some of the problems feared by some in your industry.
will

be

No doubt there

many conscientious opponents to any further federal legislation ef any nature,

but perhaps the raising or the issue at this time vrill have a desirable effect in
stimulating better answers than we have at present.

The problem is with all ef USJ

admittedly progress has been made but the public will not be satisfied until there is
a more satisfactory solution.
Another subject of concern to your industry is the activity of non-licensed
carriers which, however, are permitted to write the extraordinary risk or to conduct
an excess or surplus line business within our state.
technical and

\~uld

I find this matter extremely

not presume to offer a quick and easy solution.

It does seem that

so long as a kind or amount of coverage is not available in the admitted market, we

'
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must provide asents with an outlet to other sourr9s.
I believe non-admitted outlets should ba regulated tor protection to poliCY.•
holders and, as you know, such regulations already exist. \'lhether present regulations
should be revised is 'l question that I am not attempting now to answer.,

I am con-

vinced however tram mY analysis of the problem that the entire subject should be lett
to individual state jurisdiction,
I have not resolved the current problems of your profession, but I hope you
will +.nink my suggestions worthy of consideration. To be honest I have moved into
this controversial fteld with some tear and trepidation, and the more I saw, the
greater my apprehension.

I would be most remiss if I tailed to pay generous tribute

to Hildy and your State Association for invaluable assistance in providing me with
necessary background and factual information.

I happen to be a staunch supporter ot

trade associations, ;particularly when under the capable me.DB.gement displayed by your

ple that was not ultimately in the public interest.

SO long as this attitude continuea

and I am positive that it will, public officials will work closely with you ladies
and gentlemen of a great profession which means so much to the economy and well belag
....

'

.
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Speech by Representative Gerald R. Ford, J'r.,
Fifth District • Michigan.

Annual Banquet • Detroit }ssociation ot InsuraDCe

~nts

J'anuaey 1.3 • 195.5
•The Federal Govel'DDlltnt

~.

Mail Order ad UD&uthorized tneurance •

History records through the eyes of Mlrco Polo

SQile

of

the

first obae:rva..

tions of the basic :ND.damentals of insurance. \'lhile in ChiD& he saw oriental m.ercbu.ts
taking their goods to market cross dan&erous rapids only a.tter clret'Ully dividiq
each merchant 1 s B,OOds among the carps of all the boats.

In this _,. • risk by llbl

1ndivi4iia1 was miu!mited and equally abared by all.
These shrewd br:iental merchants knew most ot the boats would cross the
rapids unharmed a but tb.d.se that didn't woul.dn 't carry one ot their number to tillancial
ruin abd the l~ss ot much labor.

The alternative carried to destruction OBlv a tractioa

of the property ot any individual merchant.
More recently a group of adverturous Englisbmen bepn a custom of meeting
regularly in Edward LlOJt! 's coffee house.

Here the memants were shippers who sent

their goods by luge sailing vessels to the tar comers of the globe.

'lb• array ot

worldwide destinations and the bulky carps outdated the ancient oriental practice
of dividing equally the actual goads being transported.
These businessmen would post information at IJ.oyd's indicating the value
of their respective vessels with details about the carps all4 proposed trip.

LloJd's

would pra,pare a document indicatina the monetary value relative to the risk 8Dd perils
of the voyage. Then the men at IJ.oyd 's could sign the document showing the amount
of liability they individually assumed.
These men made a more caDplex adaptation ot the theory ot insurance witnessed.
by Marco Polo years before, but demanded by the greater envolvements of the never age.
Today the theory behind insurance remains unchanged since the days

Polo and the early beginnings of Lloyd • s.
haw undergone vast changes since Lloyd's.

ot Marco

But the actual applications of this theoey

The

comple~ities

and technicalities ot

modern day UDderw.ri ters rivals, if not betters those ot any other modern day establish•
ment.

Indeed, I believe one of our American life insurance caDpanies is still conceded

to be the largest single private enterprise in the world.
and tremendous growth

Coupled with this rapid

ot the insurance business b:t5torically haft come correspondingly

vast, intricate and certainly controversial problems.

'

I have always been intensely interested in the historical origins ot the
insurance business. But even more • I continue to be impressed by the basic fundamentala
of the business which have not and cannot chanse.

Both the oriental merchants and the

Underwriters at Lloyd's realized that indemnification of the unfortunate few was
I

wholly dependent upon there being a fortunate

l'll8D1'•

TJte business of insurance cannot

survive without adherence to that elementary truth.
It the fortunate many are to pay the losses of the unfortunate few, then our
second basic principle of the business is obviously, How much? RecoverY of the oriental
merchant was limited to his goods contained on boats which unsuccessfully crossed the
rapids.

The underwriters at Lloyd's stmply agreed to offer a monetary settlement to

the extent of their financial loss interest has been reaffirmed by our present day
courts many times.
As a matter of fact, it is significant to note that an insurance transaction
which offered a settlement in excess of a loss interest would in effect be affording
a prize.

It is only the absence of a prize which distinguishes the business of

insurance from a lottery;

an illegal endeavor in the United States.

Your business

contains the elements of chance and donsideration• but iacks the prize necessaty

to

classification as a lottery.
I have not gone into this exceedingly brief sketch of your business in an
attempt to be entertaining and otherwise noncommittal.

Instead, I have dene so because

it is my unwavering belief as a public official, though a comparative layman in the
insurance field, that a great deal of our present problem must be analyzed and any

'

corrective action taken in terms of its relation to the basic fundamentals of the
business.
If the fortunate many become too few, or the unfortunate few too many, we
destroy a basic fundamental of the business.

Or, to use

termin~logy

no longer have a favorable spread of risk necessary for survival.
follows that certain

safe~ards

of the trade, we

Therefore, it

to protect this spread of risk must be

incer~rated

in policies of insurance.
All of which means to me that insurance policies contain exclusions which
ane necessary to the continued success of the company and protection of the policyholder's premiums given it in trust.

I am not one who believes for a moment that any

policy of insurance could endure devoid of all exclusions, regardless of the premium
;

charged..

Following the Federal Trade Commission's action last October asainst
seventeen insurance companies, I examined each of the complaints issued by the
mission.

I have been concerned during the ensuing months that

many

of those engaaed

in your business have not clearly understood that the allegations of the Comnission

were based solely on false and misleading fldvertiaingt

nothing more and nothing less.

'
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I have already expressed my conviction that certain insurance pol!cy exclusio~s

are necessary to protect the

th~ ~"deral

tund.~ntals

of the _business. I would challense

Trade Conm1ssion 1 s authority, or propriety, in questioning the aspect of

thi')~~vere.ge involved. But this the Commission didn't do.

It simply objected to

allegecl . misrepresentation in the advertising and explanation of the polic~s. None
of us,. in good conscience could justify this practice, if the same be true.
There is no doubt that the action of the Federal Trade Commission reflected
adversely on insurance as a whole in the minds of many not familiar with the technicalities of the business. This is most regretable, but it is not unlike numerous
other trades or businesses where the sins of the few must be shared by the many who
are honest, scrupulous and. rendering a public service.

I seriously question that the

recognized accomplishments of your profession, and the insurance business generally,
can be diminished by any such unfavorable but brief adverse publicity.
I am a firm believer in free enterprise, and wholly oppose the unwarranted
encroachment of the federal sovernment in fields when the states can best do the job,
but ".._

4 "'

,.Rt'!Otmi'J.~d

in

~nr.

nresent day tsociety tp.at there

shal~

tion of private business when public interests afe at stake.

be government regula.

SuQh regulation however

should be aimed at the small minority of a.private industry, sue~ as in yours, who
may be conduct~ng abusive practices whic~ conc•~~bly refl•ct

on

the whole industr.v•

'

'

.

I believe ·the regulations imposed by present state insurance dePartments are
for the most part adequate in containing competition of the business within reasonable
bounds,

The co-called standard provisions of the accident and health field are ample

evidence of the cooperation of state departments and the vast majority of caape.nies.
It is my most sincere hope that the National Association of Insurance Cammissioners, and the insurance industry itself, can strengthen the laws and the admin·
istrative

re~lations

""th

reer~rd

to AdvArt.i.dnt.!;..

ment of Insurance has always exercised

consider~ble

I kf\t')t·r that our own Mj_chigan Depart.
jurisdiction over advertising

practices ot licensed companies, and with apparent success under current statutes.
Mail order insurance is similar although it offers a somewhat different
problPrn i.n currently stretching our state regulations.

::'" !:.:::.ve been advised that ot the

seventeen companies named in the Federal Trade Commissl. on 1 s charges, onlY three are
licensed in Michigan, yet most have conducted mail campaigns in our state.
Especially during the past months Michigan has been flooded by offerings of
mail order insurance. There is no definite way of telling how Dlt:lJlY mail solicitations
have been made in Michiean. but it appears that based on automobile registrations they

,
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indication of the extent of this mail order business as it ori@inates tram tour
companies in Missouri who have been selling policies by mail in Michigan.
These campania$ aren't licensed in this State, and our Department of
Insurance does not have jurisdiction over them as it does over licensed companies
with regard to capital, surplus, reserves. terms of the policy, examinations or aey
other matter.
During 195.3, one of these companies alone, by name the Automobile Owliers
Safety Insurance Company, collected more than $$1,000 in premiums from Michigan residents on $5.00 policies which represents a grand total ot more than 16,000 policies
sold in Michigan in one year by one unlicensed outstate company•
In addition three other companies have reported to the Insurance Commissioner
in Missouri business in Michigan reaching substantial amounts.
that a minimum of

$25o,ooo

It has been estimated

in premiums have been taken out of Michigan by these three

companies in 195.3. And it might interest you to

knOtt

that one of these companies,

Old Jm rican Insurance Company of Kansas City, on a nationwide basis • collected
$2 ,285 ,ooo in premiums in 195.3.

The Michigan Sta~ Legislature is heipless to prevent this mail order business
flowing over its borders. M:d.l order sales of insurance are being made in violation
of Michigan law under which the sale of mail order 11\surance by Mtchigan licensed
companies is not allowed.

The trouble is•

these companies, such as those in Missouri,

need not and are not licensed by Michigan in order to sell insurance by mail in our state.
\'lith these facts in mind it appears that Federal legislation
to strengthen state regulation of the insurance business,
point .. Federal legislation to strengthen state regulation.

may be

,

needed

Let me re-emphasize that
Frankly I started eut with

the positive assumption that I would prepare a bill to accomplish this objective·, and
here is what I had in mind.
"That chapter 8.3 of title 18 of the United States Code (relating to crimes iD
connection with the postal service) is amended by adding at the end thereof the tol.
lowing new section:

'17.3.3. Solicitation of Insurance through the Mails. -Every letter

circular, postal card. or pamphlet which is addressed to a place in a State where sales
of insurance by mail by insurers licensed by the state are prohibited, and which contains
an offer, solicitation, or advertisement concerning the sale ot insurance by an insurer
not licensed by the State, is

non~ilable

and shall not be conveyed in the mails or

delivered trom any post office or by any letter cartier,
" 1

vlhoever uses or attempts to use the mails or Postal Service of the United,

States tor the transmission ot any matter declared by this section to be non£mS.ilable
shall be tined not more than $5000. or imprisoned not mce than ten years or bothJn <;) ~·

f (} !:7>1'
v
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This Bill would simply deny use of the Federal mails for solicitation cf
insurance within any state which forbids such activity except

by

licensed companies,

I realize that use of the mails is not indicative of a company's seneral practices,

But such is the method• unfortunately, too often employed by those who would misrepresent, avoid regulations and escape taxation.
I am convinced that any such legislation of this nature must be drafted in
its final form in the closest consultation not only with the regulatory insurance
bodies of the states, but with advice trom the legitimate insurance industry as well.
I would sincerely hope such a legislative proposal supplemented by the efforts of the
National Association ot Insurance Commissioners and the industry as a whole could put
an end to malicious advertising and mail order solicitations once and tor all.

16t me assure you J11Y efforts are wholeheartedly in your behalf •

It you have

any criticisms or suggestions, I should have them in order to work out a satisfactory

solution.
Before proceeding further you should knoW that this problem has been of
considerable interest to the National Convention of Insurance Commissioners since

190.3• when at a convention in Baltimore,

Md,~ this sroup petitioned Congress in part

as follOws •

•Tbe National Convention of Insurance Commissioners now in session at
Baltimore, Md. {190.3), has the honor to address you for the purpose of respect.
fully and earnestly directing your attention to a serious condition of affairs
which the members ot this convention in their various jurisdictions, are powerless
to remedy, and from which substantial relief can only be obtained through enactment of amendments to the present Postal Laws.
"We respectfully represent that to the best of our knowledge, intormaticn
and belief, the United states mails are being used tor fraudulent and nefarious
purposes by certain concerns styling themselves •insurance companies• and seeking
by correspondence and advertising matter sent througb the mails to obtain money for
so-called fire insurance policies, these policies being in most instances entirely
\'lorthless,
"None of the concerns in question is authorized to transact business by the
authority of any state in the Union, They evade the lal'lS of the states of their
domicile by ttriting no business therein, and evade liability to

arr~st

and prose-

cution in other states by operating entirely through the medium of the mails.
"i·le respectfully urge that Congress take cognizance of this matter to the
end that proper laws may be passed to meet the serious situation."

,
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A bill was subsequently introduced in the Congress and public hearings were
held before the Senate Committee. The records show the Commissioners were greatly
surprised by the determined opposition of "surplus line interests, and these repre ..
sen&ing Uoyd 1 s and inter-insurance •"

Apparently the Conmissioners were somewb.a t

taken back by the intensity of the opposition, and placated themselves by indicating
that gpod causes are seldom adopted

~uickly,

At the 1904 meeting the Special Committee ot the Commissioners was recommended tor continuance and after considerable debate, which by no means discloses
a unanimity ot opinion, a resolution continuing the committee and renewing the Cernmissioners' recommendation to Congress for the enactment of National legislation was
adopted,

There were those among the Insurance Commissioners even in those halcyon

days before the Supreme Court delcared insurance to be conmerce, who resisted the
thought Of going to the federal government tor aid in these matters.

These Gem-

missioners believed that the matter ot the control ot unauthori3ed insurance, inasmuch
as the company conduct ins the unauthorized business was chartered in some state, was
up to the Commissioner in the domid.liary state to do vthatever was necessary to pre.
vent the company trotn acting in l'fhat then was called a 11 wildcat" tashion~
a reading of the debate will also disclose that there

\1SS

However•

by no means the apprehen-

sion present in 1904 that there would be today in requesting the federal sovernment
tor help.

It must be remembered that in 1904 it was recognized that as long as the

business was safe from the federal anti-trust laws, it wouldn't hurt too much to have
the government assist in the stamping out ot these unauthorized practices which were
made possible only by the use ot the mails, over which the government had exclusive
jurisdiction.
For a period ot .30 years, from 1905 to 1935, there uas an apparent lull in
this struggle against so..called "wildcat" companies,

However, in 1935. a former

colleague, the late Rep. Sam Ho»bs, of Alabama, introduced a bill in the House of
Representatives which revived the issue.
19.38 Proceedings of the NAIA, 69th session, at New York City, contained a
report ot the Executive Committee, and the opening sentence is as follows,

"This

subject (unauthorized insurance) has perhaps been discussed as much as any in this
Association and little has been done about it."

The committee reviewed and acknowledsed

that there were tuo ways in which these evils can be attacked:
tion with the postal authorities of the federal government;

one is close coopera-

the second "is for the

states which now permit such companies to orsanize and embark upon a piratical course
in ether states to pass proper legislation which will make the continuance of such a
course impossible.u

'
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In the next few years this problem received considerable attention tro.m the
State Commissioners, the American Bar Association and the industry as awhole. The
Commissioners by 1939 apparently felt the solution rested on the State level, and the
final sentences of a report by the Chairman ot the Commissioners Committee on unauthorized Insurance is interesting.

11

It is my opinion that this troublesome matter

(unauthorized insurance) can best be cured only through the cooperation ot each and
every member ot this ba}r.

I am sure that if all the Commissioners resolve to take a

firm stand against this racket, much good will be accomplished."
Apparently Congressman Hobbs persisted in his desire for corrective federal
legislation•

By

1941 the NAIC appror ed a resolution condemning the Hobbs • proposals •

but at the same time recommehded that each Commissioner prepare and sponsor in their
respective states a statute Which would prohibit any company domiciled within the
state to transact any business in states in which they were not licensed•
Congressman Hobbs who had spearheaded this legislative action tor

~

years

voluntarily retired from Contress in 1950. and subsequently passed away in 1951.
Nevertheless the problem stili persists'
ln

1954 meetings ot the NAIC, Commissioner Dickey of Oklahoma sponsored

an important resolution on this subject, and as a result the overall problem was and
is on the agenda ot the Commissioners. As an implementation of the Dickey resolution
the various Commissioners were circularized with a letter asking them to supply certain
data. OnlY a limited number of Commissioners have nesponded indicating little real
enthusiasm tor the Dickey resolution, nevertheless in my opinion it is worthy ef
careful study.
It seems to me the introduction of my suggested bill would rouse mall3' who
objected to the Hobbs bills, but from my analysis to date my initial draft doesn't
appear to raise some of the problems feared by

EO me

in your industry • No doubt there

will be many conscientious opponents to any further federal legislation sf any nature,
but perhaps the raising of the issue at this time will have a desirable effect in
stimulating better answers than we have at present. The problem is with all of USf
admittedly progress has been made but the public will not be satisfied until there is
a more satisfactory solution.
Another subject of concern to your industry is the activity of non-licensed
carriers which, however • are permitted to write the extraordinary risk or to conduct
an excess or surplus line business within our state.

I find this matter extremely

technical and would not presume to offer a quick and easy solution.

It does seem that

so long as a kind or amount of coverage is not available in the admitted market , we

'

.
must provide agents with an outlet to other sources.
I believe non-admitted outlets should

be

regulated tor protection to

policy~

holders and, as you know, such regulations already exist. l'Jhether present regulations
should be revised is ' question that I am not attempting now to answer.

I am con-

vinced however tram my analysis of the problem that the entire subject should be left
to individual state jurisdiction.
I have not resolved the current problems of your profession, but I hope FOU
will think my suggestions worthY of consideration. To be honest I have moved into
this controversial field with some tear and trepidation, and the more I saw, the
greater my apprehension.

I would

be

most remiss if I tailed to pay generous tribute

to Hildy and your state Association for invaluable assistance in providing me with
necessary background and tactual information.

I happen to be a staunch supporter ot

trade associations, particularly when under the capable manasement displayed by your

Over the

year~;;.,

. ,__

"'""'I'T?'!"

'~own

your associations to suppOrt

any

priaai-

pie that was not ultimately in the public interest• So long as this attitude continue&
and I am positive that it will, public officials will work closely with you ladies
and gentlemen of a e;reat profession which means so much to the economy and well beins

